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Fragility 
 
 
 
Gnawed white-pitted bough 
Washed up discarded limb, now blanched  
And petrified 
 
The Jackdaws clatter 
 A cacophony of 
Unearthed bones  
Once  
Sectio Divina 
Watch the sepia shade deepen 
 
Rocks dance 
 
We cannot waste a moment longer. 
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Beauty: Aesthetics: Design 
 
What if, as a maker, I am an active participant in a bigger 
question of ontology? Do I enter an investigation revealing, 
making aware patterns, shadows, crevices and rhythms that are 
in existence everywhere, from our cellular infrastructure to 
physical manoeuvres within the quantum world? 
 
I consider beauty as a fundamental element in my work; my 
thoughts turn to why are we drawn to this as inspiration? Why is 
beauty, the expression of it, the perception or absence of it, its 
transience, so compelling? Beauty (an entity attracting harmony, 
balance, relating to pleasure) is a core investigation within 
artistry. The persuasive component of beauty and aesthetics (the 
study and analysis of beauty) leads us to edges, tones, 
symmetry, disarray, in the raw, the exquisite, the unsavoury. I 
know that investigations within my world of seeing, my 
perceptions and reflections, the choice of materials I work with, 
aim to evoke a sense of beauty to form, through physical 
manifestation of manipulation, a glimpse of expectation, a visual 
stimulation to alert a response. Reacting with my materials, all 
specifically chosen to have a significant bearing upon, not only 
my motivation to produce the most meaningful outcome for a 
piece, but my ability to listen to the unvoiced forces of tension, 
symmetry, to touch a seam of resonance within myself, and 
hopefully also to affect the eventual receiver of the piece. 
 
Frank Wilczek is a Nobel Prize winning physicist who develops 
the idea of finding nature’s deep design in his book “A Beautiful 
Question”. Wilczek looks to the fundamentals of the natural laws 
of physics, citing Einstein to point to beauty as a core element in 
discovery. 
 

“With his two theories of relativity - special and general - 
Albert Einstein (1879-1955) brought a new style into thinking 
about Natures fundamental principles. For Einstein beauty, in 
the specific form of symmetry, takes on a life of its own. 
Beauty becomes a creative principle.”1 

 
This exploration within the creative principle of beauty manifests 
itself as multifaceted forces, sensual, innate, physical, agential, 
but an inquiry into this force allows us to experience a vitality, 
feel motivated, interconnected to a unity of nature, and the 
mystery and wonder of it. 
 
In my endeavour to give form to these vital forces through the 
senses, through making craft, I have an opportunity to shine a 
light by bringing attentiveness within everyday experience, as 
well as to touch upon a connectivity that generates beyond a 
cognitive response. Attention is a lens to our responsive selves. 
 

 
1 Wilczek, 2015, p. 199 
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To initiate questions and elicit an emotional response absorbs us 
and moves us through emotion, discomfort, harmony, the 
aesthetics to an interconnected world. 
 
Through the physical, we are examiners, agents through power 
of observation, participatory interrogators of our inner and 
outer perceptions through being practitioners. We are active in 
a relational activity, a point of entry and opening, of growth, of 
imagining. 
 

“By the 'primacy of perception', we mean that the experience 
of perception is our experience at the moment when things, 
truths, values are constituted for us; that perception is a 
nascent logos; that it teaches us, outside all dogmatism, the 
true condition of objectivity itself; that it summons us to the 
tasks of knowledge and action. It is not a question of reducing 
human knowledge to sensation, but of assisting at the birth of 
this knowledge, to make it as sensible as the sensible, to 
recover the consciousness of rationality. This experience of 
rationality is lost when we take it for granted as self-evident, 
but is, on the contrary, rediscovered when it is made to 
appear against the background of non-human nature.”2 

 
The realm of the artisan has shown to be a powerful conductor 
to draw attention to and connect to otherwise unseen or unfelt 
interrelationships between nature, physics, art, poetry and 
philosophy. It serves as a lens to focus, perceive altered 
perspectives, be vigilant to who we are, why we are here, and 
what makes us human? We become attuned to the experience of 
being within our world. 

 
A rich history of explorers, naturalists, scientists and artists have 
hewn a pathway through intense observation. Ideas, which given 
time to root, are testament to an experiential, heuristic, 
laboratory, which gives rise to extraordinary original theory. 
Science often begins with a reflection, an intuition. Physicist 
Wilczek points notably to Plato also aware of the ‘working 
people’ demiurge from dēmiourgos (craftsman) ‘dēmos’ meaning 
people: public ‘- ergos’ meaning working....are a root source of 
creation.  
 

“Plato used the word ‘demiurge’ to denote the Creator of the 
physical world as we know it. ‘Artisan’ is a standard 
translation. The word is chosen carefully. It reflects Plato’s 
belief that the physical world is not the ultimate reality. Rather 
there is an eternal, timeless world of ideas, which exist prior 
to and independent of any necessarily imperfect, physical 
embodiment of them. A restless, artistic Intelligence - the 
Artisan - moulds his creations from ideas, using them as 
templates.”3 

 
2 Merleau-Ponty, 1964, p. xv 
3 Wilczek, 2015, p. 48 
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We are a curious species, questions and answers building our 
contemporary and cultural viewpoint. We bring with us prior 
knowledge, expectations and prejudices, by opening ourselves 
up to attention as a relational agency, fine tuning our intention 
to focus in awareness we are active in the process of encounter. 
 
It is no surprise many original thinkers not only stood on the 
shoulders of giants within their discipline, absorbing prior 
knowledge, often their work absorbing and interweaving with 
preceding philosophers and mathematicians. Cross-fertilising 
thoughts with practical experience can become the seedbed of 
original discovery. Our current personal knowledge is a melting 
pot of observation, hunch, instinct, accident, experience and 
experimentation. It is ever changing, ever growing. 
 
Where art, philosophy, science, ecology combine and inter-
react, not being chained to a specific school of thought, our rules 
and laws of being bound by pathways dictated by ever 
narrowing disciplines, the unintended collisions of thinking, 
observing and contesting, without doubt, have born fruits of 
expansive consequence. Where does original thought and fresh 
ideas come from?  
 
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, a psychologist predominately interested 
in creativity as a vital link to human potential, conducted over a 
thousand interviews with exceptional people in their fields of 
investigation. All contributed original ground-breaking ideas. 
Csikszentmihalyi collated these interviews and discovered that a 
common trait within exceptional people of discovery was the 
epiphany moment. Often extraordinary moments arose from 
having spent years investigating a specific idea or subject; then, 
if accidentally, cross-fertilised from another source, interaction, a 
reaction or a lightbulb goes on. A consequence of a collision and 
constellation of thoughts. Something happened. One of his 
interviewees stated: 
 

“I think one thing that I do is to bring ideas from one field of 
knowledge into another field of knowledge. And, I’ve often 
said I don’t think that I am smarter than a lot of other 
scientists, but perhaps I think more about the problems. I have 
a picture, a sort of general theory of the universe in my mind 
that I have built up over the decades. If I read an article, or 
hear someone give a seminar talk, or in some way get some 
piece of information about science that I haven’t heard 
before, I ask myself, ‘How does this fit into my picture of the 
universe?’ and, if it doesn’t fit, I ask ’Why doesn’t it fit?’” 
Linus Pauling4  

 
Questions, curiosity, followed by observation, enquiry, direct 
experience, open awareness, the creation of the space for  
  

 
4 Csikszentmihalyi, 1996, p. 118 
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agency to react, all point to original growth and new 
knowledge.  
 
I now look towards the work of John Ruskin, artist, draughtsman, 
art critic and social commentator. He cross-fertilised his attention 
of architecture, landscape and observations through his 
drawings and watercolours to question beauty, not only as a 
visual stimulant but as social commentary. Tension brought about 
through thought, essays, exquisite drawings through reflections, 
all had profound affects long beyond his time and intention.5 His 
theory on art and social comment had enormous influence. His 
sensitive drawings are a meditation on observation. His series of 
essays “Unto this Last” drew upon his travels and theories to 
open a discussion on the nature of wealth.  
Beyond an economic outlook, what richness does life derive and 
what from? Beauty was central to this idea, along with social 
inclusion, sustainable environmental practice and honour within a 
handmade craft. Life itself, where there was no exploitation, 
equals status for workers and was in his eyes - beauty. 
 

“Imperfection is some sort essential to all that we know of life. 
It is the sign of life in a mortal body, that is to say, of a state 
of progress and change. Nothing that lives, is or can be, 
rigidly perfect; part of it is decaying, part nascent. The 
foxglove blossom - a third part bud, a third part past, a third 
part in full bloom, is a type of the life of this world. And in all 
things that live there are certain irregularities and deficiencies 
which are not only signs of life, but sources of beauty.”6  

           
Ruskin’s roots as an artist influenced his theory on beauty, which 
was central to all his thinking. Beauty, seemingly to be apart 
from the reality of life; and yet, as he drew, he immersed his 
thoughts through his craftmanship and translated his observations 
into social comment. The more he realised his theory to make a 
more beautiful world, the more it was inextricably conjoined with 
politics, economics, environmental issues and the rights of 
workers. His emphasis on beauty, as the antithesis to ugly, drove 
all his reformation ideas politically, economically and 
aesthetically. His influence cannot be underestimated, he had a 
significant impact on Tolstoy, Gandhi, William Morris, Le 
Corbusier, Frank Lloyd Wright, to name a few. 
 
Providing another view of a life of work which resonates and 
continues to inform us, polymath and observer Goethe, poet, 
playwright, scientist, gave us a wealth of words, political 
thinking, and a transformational observational practice, 
combining empirical notation with deeper explorations of a 
human viewpoint and relationships between and including 
metamorphosis, design, colour, and a philosophy of nature.  
 

 
5 Ruskin, 1985 
6 Ibid., p. 172 
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His observations had far-reaching influence; a conversation in his 
garden in Jena, Germany, during a coincidental meeting with a 
colleague’s brother, William Humboldt, ignited and cross-
fertilised ideas in both men. Humboldt’s desire was to become 
an explorer, combining heart, measurement and scrutiny. His 
explorations led him to South America, and through gathering, 
measuring, collecting, following, paying attention to his 
surroundings, all the while taking copious notes and formulating 
a viewpoint that led to seismic changes in our understanding and 
knowledge of ecology, science and biology. His direct 
experience of nature, the consequence of his practice of taking 
notes, describing and sketching what he encountered, became 
the material to which the first environmentalists referred.  
 
Humboldt came to believe that all nature was consequential and 
interrelated, an earthquake somewhere created, moved and 
changed environments elsewhere; conditions, climate, cultures 
were all a result of a reciprocity of nature, of humanity. His use 
of poetry and intuition went against the much-accepted formula 
of the time. He became the first ‘ecologist’ and naturalist who 
was seeing, experiencing and connecting ideas through patterns, 
samples, designs and comparisons, and, by using whatever 
scientific instruments were available at the time, was trying to 
provide ‘evidence’, a proof of these alien concepts. He was a 
giant whose shoulders many have stood on; his impact on the 
world of science and art continues today.7 
 

“All my knowledge of the world, even my scientific 
knowledge, is gained from my own particular point of view, 
or from some experience of the world without which the 
symbols of science would be meaningless. The whole universe 
of science is built upon the world as directly experienced, and 
if we want to subject itself to rigorous scrutiny and arrive at a 
precise assessment of its meaning and scope, we must begin 
by reawakening the basic experience of the world of which 
science is the second-order expression.”8 

 
Returning to Frank Wilczez, physicist, I learn he connects the 
giants of knowledge, such as Euclid, Galileo and Pythagoras, 
whose theories, through time, evolved and changed, were 
added and subtracted to, but all have the common denominator 
of beauty reflected in the deep structure of reality. He writes:  
 

“Philosophy [nature] is written in that great book whichever is 
before our eyes - I mean the Universe - but we cannot 
understand it if we do not first learn the language and grasp 
the symbols in which it is written. The book is written in 
mathematical language, and the symbols are triangles, circles, 
and other geometrical figures, without whose help it is  

  

 
7 Instituto Humboldt, 2019 
8 Baldwin, 2004, p. 65 
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impossible to comprehend a single word of it, without which 
one wanders in vein through a dark labyrinth.”9 

 
As a designer and maker, I have a ‘bank’ of visual information 
stored, a memory file from years of focus and snapshots of 
interesting shadows, stories, images. Tears, seeds, buds, 
containers of sadness, beginnings, growth, all similar in shape, 
are evocative source material. This personal trace from 
drawings, dreams and physical objects, all combine to show up 
in a laboratory of playfulness, experimentation and intuition, to 
evolve or retreat as the process starts.  
 
In his book, “Life of Lines”, anthropologist Tim Ingold takes a 
view of a line and of a trace as being the interconnected and 
interwoven world drawing with our hands, our feet as we walk, 
observing, seeing patterns of lines and traces which determine 
our expressions of narrative and travel, weaving a life. 
 

“Life will not be contained, but rather threads its way through 
the world along the myriad lines of its relations. But if life is 
not enclosed within a boundary, neither can it be surrounded. 
What then becomes of our concept of our environment? 
Literally an environment is that which it surrounds. For 
inhabitants, however, the environment does not consist of the 
surroundings of a bounded place but of a zone in which their 
several pathways are thoroughly entangled. In this zone of 
entanglement –this meshwork of entangled lines- there are no 
insides or outsides, only openings and way through. An 
ecology of life, in short, must be one of threads and traces, 
not of nodes and connectors. And its subject of enquiry must 
consist not of the relations of between organisms and their 
external environments but of the relations along their 
severally enmeshed ways of life. Ecology in short, is the study 
of the life of lines.10  

 
Artists journey by looking beyond the cartesian model. It is our 
realm to trace lines, thread pattern, tease out hidden or frayed 
dappled ideas, disrupt notions of beauty, draw attention to it, 
and immerse ourselves in the movement of beauty. What if the 
language of tessellation, images, the collection and collision of 
the very essence of aesthetics was a governing force for these 
interconnections? If our constant change, our biology, our 
physical being was related in some way to the consequence of 
beauty, symmetry, harmony a striving for balance, proportion 
and mathematical precision.  
Physicist Wilczek notes:  
 

“Beauty and symmetry: Deeper appreciation of the Maxwell 
(James Clerk Maxwell’s) paper “A dynamical Theory of the  

  

 
9 Wilczek, 2015, p. 10 
10 Ingold, 2015b, p. 106 
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Electrodynamic Field. In that paper you can find, for the first 
time, equations, that still appear in today’s Core Theory.”11  

 
As artists and craftsmen, we are the vessel of these thoughts, 
physically exposing, imagining, making human. Holding this 
wisdom for the benefit of all. 
 

“When we find that our sense of beauty is realized in the 
physical world, we are discovering something about the world, 
but also about ourselves.”12  

 
What part does aesthetics play in our behaviour as humans, as 
well as its physical presence in all of nature? Is beauty a part of 
this question and, therefore, part of the answer to this?  Is the 
process of attaining beauty, an aesthetic within the laws of 
physics and mathematics, a governing factor in relation to the 
artist’s exploration of our place within ourselves and beyond?  
Ellen Dissanayake asks the question, is Homo Aestheticus a 
behaviour and does this facilitate a physiological component to 
ontology? 
  

“Recognizing art as a biological need can give us not only a 
way to better understand art, but by understanding art as a 
natural part of us, we can understand ourselves to be part of 
nature. An ethological view of humans, a view that considers 
them as an animal species that has evolved to have a 
particular way of life in a particular environment, can suggest 
reasons why they have art, just as an ethological view of 
wolves can suggest reasons why they howl, play, and share 
their food. Art can be considered as a behaviour (a need, 
fulfilment of what feels good) like play, like food sharing, like 
howling, that is, something humans do because it makes them 
to survive, and to survive better than they would without it.”13  

           
If beauty plays a part in our existence, then embracing ritual, 
ceremony, music, dance, art and craft is a physicality of this 
aesthetic dynamism. The world is full of miracles, revealing a 
magic and mystery as yet undefined, with partly uncovered, 
ever-changing perspectives. Maybe it is time to embrace and 
honour the artist and craftsman as collaborator. The practice is a 
way to open a dialogue of process. It is an acceptance that 
there is still more yet undiscovered ‘science’, a way to another 
knowledge, one of attention within awareness, a steppingstone 
to making those connections which both tie us and define us to 
who we are. The evidence will reveal itself in good time. 
 
Designers often start with a mess of thoughts…. the box of 
foraged materials unravels itself in quiet moments, walking,  
  

 
11 Wilczek, 2015, p. 117 
12 Ibid., p. 11 
13 Dissanayake, 1992, p. 34 
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sleeping, in the bath…. inexplicable trails of thought, given space, 
expose themselves to be worked on in the studio.  

 
Studios often are the seedbed of potential, bursting with 
relational materials to play with; they are our visual and 
physical laboratories. I sketch and scribble to process ideas. 
Many now use CAD (computer aided design) or Rhino® or other 
computer-generated images. I still find drawing intuitive, 
connected, non-precise, which soon divulges discrepancies…. a 
balance, a pressure here and there. It trails the minds workings, 
breathes life into an idea, mistakes, turnings, expressions of 
perception. There is a silent beauty in a pencil line; it has 
temperament. The quality of shade and tone embed into the 
paper, much as working with materials does. We enter 
movement in line, suggestion, we become as a focused lens, 
breath and mark merge. It is a tool I love, mistakes often remain 
present showing process, thoughts on paper, an imprint of image 
and development. Workings are visible sketches unfettered by 
over-complex techniques. Beautifully described by Tania Kovats 
in “The Drawing Book”, the intensity bears fruit..... 
 

“Draw meaning to take in is where I find myself next. The 
process of giving so much thought and time to this compilation 
leads me to think of drawing as a primary act of creativity, 
like breathing. Experience and thought is taken in or inhaled 
into the lungs of consciousness, and then via drawing exhaled 
onto the paper. This breathing process could be anything from 
meditative and repetitive, a deep sigh, a whisper, or panting, 
full of energy and exertion; regular breathing, a breath held 
in anticipation, a shallow last breath or death rattle.”14 

 
It is the designer’s realm to engage with decoration, proportion, 
essences, measurement, technology and imagination, to 
embellish, to originate ideas. Our job is to bare and create 
resonances, translate our materials to relationships of emotion, of 
belonging, to function, the root causes of our vital connections to 
the world in which we live. Enhance our vision. What if the forces 
by which we live have an inherent language of aesthetics, that 
create change in which mathematics and equilibrium were in 
part striving for existence? This question is explored further by 
Nobel Prize winner in Physics Frank Wilczez in “A Beautiful 
Question”:  
 

“We humans are above all, visual creatures. Our sense of 
vision, of course, and in a host of less obvious ways our 
deepest modes of thought, are conditioned by our interaction 
with light. Each of us, for example is born to become an 
accomplished, if unconscious, practitioner of projective 
geometry. That ability is hardwired into our brain. It is what 
allows us to interpret the two-dimensional image that arrives  

  

 
14 Kovats, 2007, p. 6 
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on our retina as representing a world of objects in three-
dimensional space.”15  

 
The visual and physical world is full of miracles, and mystery. A 
view of the artist craftsman as a collaborator, a witness, a 
participant, opens up a dialogue of producing knowledge 
through experience, materials and embracing processes 
(relational transformation), and intimate encounter can lead us 
towards a different route to knowledge.  
I come to an idea with a wealth of stored experience, built 
through a personal library of images, imaginary or collected. I 
fine tune my intuition of touch and storage from personal 
foraging. An inexplicable trail of thoughts which harness 
themselves eventually, through skill, previous trial and error 
emerge into a complete thought. 
 
Most recently, I was asked to design and make a ceremonial 
piece for someone I had never met. A short interchange of ideas 
crossed over, and as so often happens, an idea came to me fully 
formed. 
 
Sketches, ideas which bear the essence from thought, a pencil 
line has empathy. Workings are visual, drafts unfettered without 
too much technique at this point. Final drawings usually make 
their way towards a presentation, where sequences of ideas 
evolve to a finish, a satisfying balance. 
 
My intuitive design process works also upon a reciprocity of 
ideas, an attraction of form, both apparent and hidden. We are 
traders of gathered thoughts, picking at shadows, dancing with 
the mysterious, keepers of the language of aesthetics, and the 
laboratory technicians of skill.  
 
Heuristic enquiry, devoid of having to prove validity, often 
moves in originality, shining torches into the crevices of human 
behaviour. We create the void whereby thought can go 
unhindered. I aim to share an intimacy with the work I do to 
transcend a service or trade, and so become joined in story.   
 
We can poke and prod our deepest, thoughts, bring light….and 
ultimately create space for the yet undiscovered, which evolves 
into a new idea, creates original context and knowledge.  
 
The imagination runs wild, but the pragmatic often accompanies 
it. The most common conversation I have with craftsmen and 
women, artists and creatives is about the practice and process, 
and the ability to make money from our work. Often, they 
conflict. We, as artists, are accustomed to an adapted lifestyle, 
often deliberately choosing specific spaces to work and live. 
There are many examples of buildings, sheds, industrial areas 
being taken on by an artist, which in turn serves a community as  

 
15 Wilczek, 2015, p. 12 
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imagination re-generates buildings/cities/communities. Our own 
city of Dundee reflects this. Dundee is a working city, historically 
a port trading in jute, journalism and, because of the unique 
growing conditions of the surrounding countryside conducive to 
soft fruit, jam. As these industries declined, companies, utilising 
skilled women’s workforce, moved in. Dundee struggled to retain 
a high employment status and suffered consequently. The 
University of Dundee became independent from the University of 
St Andrews, and pursued a multi-disciplinary approach, with 
cross-fertilisation of ideas from across the arts and sciences. This 
led to a world-class research centre. Many accomplished 
scientists and artists came to work in Dundee as housing was 
affordable, with easy access to landscapes, rivers, mountains 
and the sea. We now have the V & A, an iconic building set to 
be the lighthouse for Dundee City of Design as many graduates 
continue to stay in an affordable city vibrant with opportunities.  
 
Glasgow, also a post-industrial city known for its gritty attitude, 
has produced many world-renowned artists who mainly came 
from the Glasgow School of Art (GSA) Master of Fine Art course 
with its links to the undergraduate Environmental Art course.  
 

“John Calcutt, program leader of GSA’s Master of Fine Art 
[MFA], is carefully, thoughtfully, and with good humour 
considering the strengths of the course he has worked on in 
various capacities since its inception in 1988. ‘I’d be horrified 
to think our job was to produce future Turner Prize winners’, 
he says. ‘Without wishing to sound pompous, it would 
undermine the integrity of the program.’ During his tenure, 
both the GSA’s MFA and Scotland’s largest city have become 
internationally recognised for the breadth and depth of the 
artists they produce, including a number of Turner Prize 
winners and nominees.  
 
Calcutt outlines the MFA’s history—its uncertain start prior to 
the appointment of its cofounder, Sam Ainsley, as the first 
program leader in 1990; the links to tutor David Harding’s 
influential Environmental Art undergraduate course, to which 
Ainsley contributed (alumni: Douglas Gordon, Christine 
Borland, David Shrigley);..”16  

 
A convergence and collaborative teaching style of 
environmental relevance over studio-based work attributed to 
this success; and, over time, propelled Glasgow onto the 
international stage. 
 
Rather than being driven to leave a city of low employment and 
unused warehouses, artists were drawn to it; underutilised spaces 
became studio spaces, small cafés returned, and a 
transformation became evident. Design, aesthetics, imagination 
all played a part by bringing vibrancy.  

 
16 Glasgow School of Art (n.d.) 
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Tribeca, NYC, U.S.A.; Bilbao, Spain; St Ives, Cornwall, U.K.; 
Berlin, Germany all can look to a creative community 
contributing to identity, vitality and regeneration. 
 
Here is lived evidence of community, social impact, ripples from 
creative thinking, optimistic utilising skills, a visual impact 
recognising opportunity born from the necessity to provide 
growth, life and regeneration. All born from the forces of 
aesthetic creative influence.  
 
For myself, we moved to the area of Dundee for similar reasons. 
We could afford a piece of land in a then uninspiring area to 
build a family house. Using second-hand materials, stone 
brought back from a previous incarnation of the ruin we were to 
inhabit, looking to an aesthetic which embraced the local 
landscape, utilising low impact, self-sustaining methods, not only 
from a curiosity, but of a need for life-embracing changes. 
 
A few fellow artists/craftsmen also lived in the area; an ‘Open 
Studio’ enterprise was set up, allowing access to personal studio  
space for certain times of year. From an initial number under 12 
in 2003 this movement has now grown to boast over 80 small 
economies which are thriving, providing distinctive, individual 
enterprise, creating tourism, giving custom to local cafés, 
restaurants and shops, connecting towards a flourishing, 
changing landscape with motivation and intention to live in a 
model of choice. It may be small in scale, individual, local 
industry, but it has transformative possibilities from the personal, 
rural or urban, a ripple effect, which has potential for growth, 
wellbeing and community. Applied knowledge, towards renewal. 
The aesthetic, the motivation, the intention, the need to go 
beyond, the design accorded seeps out from self, into 
community, and attracts. 
 
In “Homo Aestheticus”, Ellen Dissanayke continues to investigate 
art and aesthetics as human behaviour as opposed to an 
imposed activity. 
 

“By calling art a behaviour one also suggests that in the 
evolution of the human species, art inclined individuals, those 
who possessed this behaviour of art had ‘selective’ or 
‘survival’ value: it was a biological necessity. What is gained 
by recognising art to be a behaviour is an understanding that 
it is important intrinsically, not simply because a few 
individuals on an underfunded cultural committee proclaim it 
to be so.”17  

 
Art can be bereft of communal intention, individual ego can 
become the dominant ambition and a need for recognition, 
overwhelming the simple practicality in craft. Steeped in 
function, some craft does escalate into fine art; but its core value  

 
17 Dissanayake, 1992, p. 35 
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is retained in humble purpose, decoration, identity and ritual. 
The artisan maker and the recipient can take a seat at this 
meaningful investigation through materiality and form. 
 
In the “Unknown Craftsman”, Yanagi, looks to the predominance 
of exquisite ceramics from Japan and Korea and the beauty 
and inextricable connection to the spiritual side of making and 
takes the humble intention, the phenomenon of change and 
fragility into the wealth and aesthetic of the piece, as being its 
connection to life forces.  
 

“Every artist knows that he is engaged in an encounter with 
infinity, and work done with heart and hand is ultimately 
worship of life itself.”18  

 
Whether for survival, attraction, protection or nurture, our ability 
to make by using hand, heart, spirit and technology is a constant 
changing arena of human endeavour. The practice ensures we 
are agents of growth, leaving theory to catch up in its wake. The  
‘doing’ taps into the life force, the rough edges and balance, 
opening our hearts to the practice of living itself. Herein, lies a 
truth, holding its own complex beauty. 
 
The edit, then, comes within the science, evidence, saving time, 
providing data, adding economy of materials and space, an 
ebbing disconnection from the root of the meaningful practice of 
craft. The perfect symmetry, static colour, but perhaps it is in our 
handprint, the unfurling, the raw edges, our imprints, markings 
that this life force is most felt, and we become ‘a part of’, 
instead of ‘apart from’. Although we have expanded our 
contemporary views, Ruskin was, and is, still a kernel of vital 
reflection. 
 

“You must either make a tool of the creature, or a man of 
him. You cannot make both. Men were not intended to work 
with the accuracy of tools, to be precise and perfect in all 
their actions. If you will have that precision out of them, and 
make their fingers measure degrees like cog wheels, and their 
arms strike curves like compasses, you must unhumanise them. 
All the energy of their spirits must be given to make cogs and 
compasses of themselves.”19 

 
Ruskin’s heightened sensibilities recognised the disconnect, he felt 
and saw, the loss of immediacy and participation in the art of 
being present, through his drawings. These and his political 
observations were testament to his connection to the human  
senses. How vital to be in touch with this life force, the awareness 
and intimacy of such, and the consequences of losing this touch. 
 

 

 
18 Yanagi, 2013, p. 90 
19 Ruskin, 2004, p. 14 
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“All their attention and strength must go to the 
accomplishment of the mean act. The eye of the soul must be 
bent upon the finger point, and the soul’s force must fill all the 
invisible nerves that guide it, ten hours a day, that it may not 
err from its steely precision, and so soul and sight be worn 
away, and the whole human being be lost at last - a heap of 
sawdust, so far as its intellectual work in this world is 
concerned: saved only by its Heart, which cannot go into the 
form of cogs and compasses, but expands, after ten hours are 
over into fireside humanity. On the other hand, if you will 
make a man of the working creature, you cannot make a tool. 
Let him but begin to imagine, to think, to try to do anything 
worth doing; and the engine-turning precision is lost at once. 
Out come all his roughness, all his dullness, all his incapability; 
shame upon shame, failure upon failure, pause after pause: 
but out comes the whole majesty of him also; and we know the 
height of it only when we see the clouds settling upon him. And 
whether the clouds be bright or dark, there will be 
transfiguration behind and within them.”20 
 

Bernard Leach in ‘Towards a Standard’, in “The Unknown 
Craftsman”, says:  
 

“It is my belief that while the high level of culture of any 
country can be found in its fine arts, it is also vital that we 
should examine and enjoy the proofs of the culture of the 
great mass of the people, which we call folk art. The former 
are made by a few for the few, but the latter, made by the 
many for many, are a truer test. The quality of the life of the 
people of that country as a whole can be judged by the folk 
crafts.”21 

 
The lines of definition are; value, materials, hand-touched, 
machine made, technology driven, all aspects of craft can 
encompass aesthetics. The handmade is a connecting channel to 
our humanness. We are drawn to save time, for economic 
reasons, machines can add concept, accuracy, multiple replicas, 
take a physicality in a different direction, add perception, and 
awe. Technology can add intellect, precision, speed, all added 
value and with considerable worthiness. The handmade is a seed 
of potential, directly linking ‘Meta Praxis’ (interconnected 
humanness) into work. This occurs when the originator is a 
participant, an agent of its creation, a performer within the 
process as distinct from implementing a set of instructions.  
 
My own experience leads me to acknowledge the magical. 
There is a relationship in the attraction and perceived beauty of  
a piece; however, I am closer to discerning where the magic 
may lie. Attraction lies certainly in function; a piece must work 
for the purpose it was designed. There beyond, we attract as  

 
20 Ibid.  
21 Yanagi, 2013, p. 103 
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much as a bee is attracted to pollen; we are looking for 
sustenance. The attraction lies within our personal agency to 
connect with a resonance according to our personal viewpoint.  
 

“Works of art may function in many ways, but the primary 
function of art is to create beauty by exploring new potential 
and realizing it. The experience of the individual can be 
viewed as a chaotic cluster of impressions, feelings, concepts, 
dreams, relationships and so forth. Religion, philosophy and 
science offer discursive orders and satisfy the need for 
controlled and predictive systems. Art answers a different 
need: the need for a meaningful individuality.”22 

 
Certainly, a layer of this can be explained purely with function, 
and value; however, the human connection lies in the deeper 
relationship of ‘Meta Praxis’ (beyond the practice). We have an 
ability to imbue an emotional connectivity to our work which is 
the mystery, as each person brings their own specific history and 
agency to that moment of origination.  
 
The spirit of beauty is central, still, and clearly evident in 
Japanese Craft. In “The Unknown Craftsman”23, the relationship 
of beauty, the experience of beauty, connecting the importance 
of craft produced by the people for the people, this sense of 
beauty was not separate from Buddhist culture. We learn that 
beauty is a question of perception, a force of nature, but also 
imbued with essences of spiritual culture and perspective.  
 
Here, beauty is so integrated within a Buddhist viewpoint that 
notions of humility, lack of ego and frailty, are as much about 
the importance for the piece alongside its function. 
 

“Why do we long for beauty? The Buddhists would reply that 
the world of beauty is our home and we are born with a love 
for home. To long for beauty, therefore, is the same as 
yearning for home.”24  

 
Home, in this sense, is ‘being’ as in our humanness, and we are 
looking to reveal the understanding of this. It then has meaning 
beyond seeing; it contains virtue and imperfections; and, if we 
learn to read beauty’s story, we read the world which we 
inhabit. 
 

“I would like to believe that beauty is of deep import to our 
modern age. Without question, the intention of morality, 
philosophy and religious beliefs is to bring hope, joy, peace,  
and freedom to mankind. But in our time religion has lost its 
grip. Intellectualism has undermined spiritual aspiration in 
most people. At this juncture, I would put the question, might  

 
22 Lorand, 2000, p. 288 
23 Yanagi, 2013 
24 Ibid., p. 155 
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not beauty, and the love of beauty, perhaps bring peace and 
harmony? Could it not carry us forward to new concepts of 
life’s meaning? Would it not establish a fresh concept of 
culture? Would it not be a dove of peace between the various 
cultures of mankind?”25  

 
Of course, we need a basic platform of wellness to embrace 
beauty, poverty of mind, body and spirit leaves little or no room 
if hunger, bad housing, exploitation, working with harmful 
materials, or demoralising conditions shut us down to just 
existing. The question is how to access the potential, choice and 
intentionality, which in return can be empowering. 
 
Recently, I had the opportunity to teach in a rural community in 
Myanmar. A country permeated with beauty and brutality. My 
decision to return stemmed from travelling there as a young 
explorer of culture, aesthetics, craft and inspiration in the Far 
East. A thirst for this experience has taken me to Japan, 
Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia and Burma, as it was known then. I 
originally arrived in Burma the day after riots had occurred in  
Rangoon. Students were overheard in conversation in a local 
café being critical of the regime. The military stepped in and 
many died. It was terrifying and dangerous to stay. Two 
companions and I took the first train North out of the conflict. The 
resulting encounter with the country has stayed forever with me, 
as the searing beauty, exquisite landscape, gentle demeanour 
of the ordinary people, the skills in craft, architecture, fabric, 
lacquer, ritual and the golden temples. The skill of hundreds of 
migrant tribes, weaving, storytelling, expressing beliefs, a 
coherent community through craft, predominately through shared 
and passed down skills within family community grouping. A 
horizon illuminated with gold temples, a rich deeply connected 
people torn by lack of healthcare, books, education and, of 
course, a genetic trauma infused with fear of the military. The 
duality of the beauty and brutality sears in one’s mind with 
questions. I made a sub-conscious promise to return, not as an 
outsider, a spectator, but as a contributor, an accomplice 
connecting to ordinary people. 
 
Many years later, a friend and fellow jeweller whose family are 
from Burma (now called Myanmar), invited me to be part of an 
ongoing volunteer programme with young people, to engage 
with them in language, culture and exchange of story. 
 
Although by now a fragile democracy was in government, the 
military continue their ways of brutality and genocide. In such a 
complex, tinderbox, abhorrent political situation in the North, I 
committed to working with young students, making books,  
journals, in which they could tell their own story of education, 
language and future in Pathein in the South. Here, skills of 
making exquisitely woven homes, fabrics of fine detail and  

 
25 Ibid., p. 105  
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enlightening colour, pottery and umbrellas, silver and goldsmiths 
and tailors all thrive in a vibrant city. There are aspirations 
towards the new democracy, engagement with outside 
communications and trade for the first time in decades, limited 
freedom to travel, access to education through books, language, 
particularly English as this is seen as the language of 
educational books, computers and air control. A need to bring 
relief from the painful labour of hand cutting paddy fields, slave 
labour of children in brick factories, the freedoms of speech and 
citizenship, safety for individual ethnic tribes all speak volumes 
of not discussing beauty and craft through romanticism or 
sentimentality, where brutality, lack of choice, exploitation and 
lack of safety all expose a raw hardship. 
 
When we make the connections of skill, communication, 
reciprocity, and community, it can provide a powerful vehicle for 
change, empowerment for individuals, and grassroot 
development. 
 
Hard physical labour, of course, has us looking for easier ways; 
manual tasks go faster and cheaper; but, somehow, we should  
look at retaining relationship to touch, to roots, sustainability, 
humane attributes of ritual and beauty. 
 
The reasons to include these observations is that potential for 
human growth and connectivity to community is a basic trait, a 
powerful one for a vitality of existence but requires personal or 
collective controls and freedom from exploitation. 
 
Retention of craft could retain its unique qualities as I am 
exploring with ‘Meta Praxis’. We have technology and 
knowledge to enhance these ontological attributes where they 
still exist as fundamental integral workings of community.  
 

“To this end, an advance in the ethics of production is 
essential, as is a deepening of the religious sense in everyday 
life.”26  

 
Beauty is compromised if expression or labour is imposed by 
exploitation or greed. The human values researched within 
‘Meta Praxis’ are beyond simple economics. Can we afford to 
lose our behavioural, spiritual, and sensory values? Endanger 
beauty, grace, and curiosity, our seeking through pattern, colour, 
order, rhythm, a disconnect to our senses and distances us from 
nature, the innate understanding and knowledge of the nature 
of things which surely impoverishes us all. 
 

“Beauty is essentially a matter of values; if values are 
confused, if there are no standards, if valueless things are  
 

  

 
26 Yanagi, 2013, p. 108 
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admitted among the valued, judgements of beauty lose their 
basis.”27 
 

Perhaps it is incongruous to be a participant in academia when I 
am investigating the roots of knowledge coming from an entirely 
different sphere. It is perhaps an optimistic view of the 
consequence of recent academic value being given to such 
educational routes. Individual hands-on practice giving way to 
being self-taught by screen, or lecture halls filled with 300 
students in preference to space and time hungry workshops for 
individual tuition.  
 
Dialogue increasingly is bent towards tick boxes of 
employability, economy and dissemination. Skills of our master 
craftsmen are being lost not as in Japan where a titled 
“National Living Treasure” is an honourable, highly respected 
accolade for those who reach a “Master” status.  If I can, just for 
a minute expose what may be lost, this is my motivation. It is to 
highlight those vital forces brought about through direct 
experience as a knowledge route. 
 
We all have senses to absorb beauty and grace; the feet of a 
percussionist can feel rhythm. We feel alive; we can tune by  
experience, culture and touch to encounter the phenomenon of 
an aesthetic according to the expedition that has led you to that 
moment in time. The aesthetic is the transformative emotion which 
has an ability to connect us to another way of seeing, beyond 
our preconceived standpoint.  
 
If, as craftsmen, we can participate in permeating emotion 
through materials with purpose, we can be potential agents of 
change, a shift in position, drawing attention to the awareness of 
transformational encounter. If beauty and the pleasure it unlocks 
is bound within bodily sensations, connecting us to our ultimate 
humanity, it surely has a place at conception. Cultural 
differences, peer groupings, genetics, disposition and 
experience all have a bearing on this. Decorative symbols and 
motifs release sensation in our bodies, subject to our agencies of 
collective experience to date. There lies a treasure trove of 
differences, of taste; I do not experience a pleasure of beauty 
in tattoos, for example, but I can fully appreciate those who do. 
How might this all relate to craft, Buddhism and the physical 
world if we consider a physical material world to be 
inseparable from other interacting agencies? 
 
Karen Barad is a physicist whose work on ‘Agential Realism’ I 
feel is hugely significant here. In “Meeting the Universe Halfway”, 
Barad explains agential realism: the universe comprises  
 
phenomena which are the “ontological inseparability of intra-
acting agencies”. 

 
27 Ibid., p. 111 
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“In fact, the agential realist ontology that I propose does not 
take separateness to be an inherent feature of how the world 
is. But neither does it denigrate separateness as mere illusion, 
an artefact of human consciousness led astray. Difference 
cannot be taken for granted; it matters; indeed, it is what 
matters. The world is not populated with things that are more 
or less the same, or different from one another. Relations do 
not follow relata, but the other way around. Matter is 
produced and productive, generated and generative. Matter 
is agentive, not a fixed essence or property of things. 
Mattering is differentiating and which differences come to 
matter, matter is the iterative production of different 
differences. Changing patterns of difference are neither cause 
nor pure effect, indeed they are that which effects, or rather 
enacts, a causal structure, differentiating cause and effect. 
Different patterns do not merely change in time and space; 
space time is an enactment of differences, a way of making 
here and now.”28  

 
We are all in process, participants in agential realism, intra-
active with the mutual constitution of entangled agencies. The 
processes of making brings us to awareness of this agency. We 
are, in effect, bringing into being purposeful, meaningful  
artefacts, being alive to process. I hope to have exposed a 
making practice through craft that can deliver a focus within the 
phenomenon of materiality, a momentary personal narrative; its 
execution takes us on the journey of being. We are the process, 
a co-constituent of material, environment, practice, of body, 
delivering attention to the actuality of transformation’s potential. 
This specific agency, of movements within its complex set of 
integrated constituents, can trigger sensations within our bodies 
of joy, purpose, delight, truth and beauty. We are within, intra-
active with materiality, order, hope, perseverance, ingredients to 
ignite our aliveness. 
 
We, therefore, are moment-by-moment within the reality of 
movement of change, of unfolding. We are released from the 
ties of the past and our concentration diminishes our anxiety for 
the future. We enter by co-existing with the material and the 
non-material, yet we are aware, and this consciousness is 
wisdom, it is knowledge. We become our natural selves within, 
not as viewers, or from without. We can. We are in process. 
Within Buddhism, meditation teaches us the perception of the 
continuum, the reality as constant movement; with meta 
awareness, we are thinking about thinking, seeing, of watching 
the fleeting movement of thought. 
 
Making, as practice, is the process of becoming, intra-active with 
tools and materials. We are not just viewers on the world, 
watching and reacting, we are within our world, the actor and  
 

 
28 Barad, 2007, p. 137 
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agent of change; and, therefore, we are fully connected and 
vital. 
 
Knowledge is awareness, and access comes from many vantage 
points. Wisdom, however, comes from the participation of 
knowledge in awareness. 
 
Making has, within it, conceivable qualities to harness our 
essential sensory systems, the ‘Meta Praxis’ within our personal 
entanglement. 
 
Whilst recognising what health, choice, environmental, political 
and genetic circumstance bear within this entanglement, we can, 
at least for a moment, engage fully with our own flourishing.  
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Meta Praxis 
 

‘Meta Praxis’ is the potential for human flourishing through an 
awareness of practice and the value of making craft as an 

explicit knowledge pathway. Within and beyond the practice, 
this pathway has the potential to put us in touch with the 

essential vitality of life and its human value. 
 
 
 

The exposition and articulation of ‘Meta Praxis’ and its potential 
is the original contribution to knowledge. This research leads us 

through interdisciplinary schools of thought (craft practice, 
Buddhism, anthropology, and neuroscience) to make connections 

and to set out why and how making craft is an explicit 
knowledge pathway and what is its importance for human 

thriving. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chart 
 

The chart represents possible reflections, encounters and human 
traits explored within the ‘reflections’; each has multiple, 

personal and potential pathways represented in the chart. As 
the reader engages with the writing in each text, it is possible to 
explore these routes of knowledge and relate them specifically 

to the idea of ‘Meta Praxis’. The texts are the reflections of 
practice, with relevant encounters affirmed through an 

interdisciplinary approach. 
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